Abstract
how new internal models are created. Here, we propose a novel computational model of motor 23 adaptation in which a stochastic Bayesian decision-making process determines whether i) a 24 previously updated expert perturbation model is recalled and updated, ii) a novice model is 25 selected and is updated into a new expert, or iii) the "body" model is updated. Results from 26 computer simulations provide insights into various and contradictory experimental data on 27 savings and error-clamp, and predicts qualitative individual differences in adaptation. We 28 verified these predictions in a visuomotor adaptation experiment in which we varied the 29 perturbation amplitudes as well as the amount of noise added to perturbation, and added 30 "trigger" trials in the error-clamp condition. Single trigger trials led to largely qualitatively 31 different behavior and can therefore be used to probe individual differences in memory updates 32 between "one-model" and "two-model" learners. "One-model" learners continuously update the 33 body model, showing no savings during re-adaptation to the perturbation, and gradual decay 34 during error clamp. In contrast, "two-model" learners switch between an updated expert model 35 and the body model, showing large savings during re-adaptation and stochastic lags during error 36 clamp. Our results thus support the view that motor adaptation belongs to the general class of 37 human learning according to which new memories are created when no existing memories can 38 account for discontinuities in sensory data. 39
40

Introduction
52
It is now well accepted that the central nervous system (CNS) predicts the consequences of 53 motor commands by leaning multiple models of tools or external perturbations (Wolpert and 54 the models' prediction errors. If a perturbation is small relative to uncertainty of the baseline 74 model, or if the perturbation is gradually increased, the baseline model is selected and its 75 memory is overwritten. If a relatively large perturbation is re-introduced, or if it is similar to a 76 perturbation encountered in the past, one of the existing expert perturbation models will be 77 selected, leading to the recall of its protected memory. If a new large perturbation is introduced 78 and if it does not match prediction of any existing internal models, then a new novice model is 79 selected and updated. After sufficient training, this novice model becomes a new expert. Besides 80 perturbation amplitude, perturbation noise, motor noise, or individual differences in baseline 81 model uncertainty will influence the effect of the prediction error on model selection and update. 82
We tested these predictions in a visuomotor adaptation experiment in which we varied the 83 perturbation amplitudes as well as the amount of noise added to perturbation across different 84 experiment groups. At the end of repeating perturbation and washout blocks, a visual error-85 clamp block was introduced to observe spontaneous and stochastic changes in adaptation. In 86 addition, we inserted two trigger trials (each is a single perturbation trial) in the error-clamp 87 block to test whether a learner has truly developed a new expert model or simply updated the 88 baseline model. The large individual differences in after-effects, savings, and error-clamp can all 89 be accounted for by the uncertainty of the learner in the baseline model. 90
91
Materials and Methods
92
Computational model 93 Our model is based on previous Bayesian models of motor learning known as a mixture of 94 experts (Jordan and Jacobs, 1991; Ghahramani and Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert and Kawato, 1998 ; 95 Haruno et al., 2001 ). Specifically, we extend previous models of adaptation based on the Kalman 96 filter (Korenberg and Ghahramani, 2002; Berniker and Kording, 2011) to a model that contains a 97 bank of Kalman filters, along the lines of the model of Gershman et al. (2014) for visual 98 memory. We thus assume that the experts maintain, and udpate, both a mean perturbation 99 estimate and an uncertainty around this estimate. Before being selected for training, these expert 100 models are "novice" with high uncertainty, indicating their non-specificity. In addition, we 101 included a special baseline model (similar to the "body model" in Berniker and Kording (2011) ) 102 that estimates the mean perturbation to be zero with low uncertainty and that has a high prior of 103 being selected ( Figure 1A) . 104
As in previous models of visuomotor adaptation, e.g., (Izawa and Shadmehr, 2011) , the motor 105 command represents the hand movement direction. On trial t, the learner generates a motor 106 command to reach a target . Here, we assume that the target is located at the angle 0, that is, 107 the forward direction, without loss of generality. Visual feedback of the hand ℎ is determined 108 differently in non error-clamp trials (i.e., baseline, perturbation, and washout) and error-clamp 109 trials, in which feedback is independent of actual performance: 110 ℎ = { + + , non error clamp trials , error clamp trials } ,
111 where is the perturbation at time t, and ~(0, 2 ) and ~(0, 2 ) are noise sources 112 added to the perturbation or to the error clamp, respectively. 113
The estimate of the perturbation ̂ can be given by the weighted predictions from the N models 114 or by the model with the largest weight, in a form of winner-take-all. Although both methods can 115 produce similar results, we chose the winner-take-all approach because it is more robust to 116 changes in parameters. Thus, the overall prediction at time t is given by: 117
where is weight of model i, with ∑ = 1. 119
In order to reach the target at location 0, we assume that subjects generate motor command 120 that compensates the estimated perturbation ̂: 121
where ~(0, 2 ) is a motor noise term. Receiving the efferent copy of the motor command, 123 each internal forward model independently predicts the sensory feedback from its own 124 perturbation estimate: 125
The sensory prediction error for each model is given by: 127
The weights (the "responsibility signal" in previous models such as the MOSAIC models 129 given by the posterior probability of the models, given the visual feedback: 131
where is a constant prior weight representing prior belief that each model being true in the 133 absence of feedback, and ̂ is the uncertainty of a model i around its mean estimate ̂. Note 134 that the term in the exponents assumes a Gaussian likelihood function for observations based on 135
predictions. 136
The predictions and uncertainties are updated accorded to standard Kalman filter equations, e.g., 137 (Bishop and Welch, 2001 
Theoretical predictions
149
For simplicity, we only consider here a computational model that accounts for adaptation to a 150 single perturbation, with two internal models ( Figure 1B) : Initially, the model contains a baseline 151 model that estimates the mean perturbation to be zero with low uncertainty, indicating its 152 specificity, and a "novice" model also estimates the mean perturbation to be zero initially but 153 with larger uncertainty, indicating its non-specificity. 154
The model makes clear predictions that can be tested in simulations and behaviorally. First, it 155 predicts that a large initial perturbation leads to rapid subsequent changes in performance, such 156 as savings and short aftereffects following environmental changes, whereas a small or gradual 157 initial perturbation creates no such rapid changes, but smooth and gradual changes. The former is 158 explained by switching between two expert models while the latter is the result of overwriting 159 the baseline model. More specifically, if an initial perturbation is sufficiently large, i.e., away 160 from the decision boundary defined by the equal weights of the baseline and the novice model, 161 1 = 2 = 0.5 (vertical dashed lines in Figure 1B ), the novice model is selected and updated, 162 while the baseline model is protected. After a number of trials, the novice model becomes a new 163 expert: the mean estimate of the perturbation is accurate and the uncertainty becomes small. As a 164 result, the learner can now switch rapidly between these two expert models in subsequent 165 unlearning and relearning blocks, allowing rapid changes of behavior upon environmental 166 changes, expressed as savings in relearning and short or no aftereffects in washout. We call such 167 a learner a "two-model learner". On the contrary, following a perturbation within the decision 168 boundaries of the baseline model, as would be encountered with a small or gradual perturbation, 169 the baseline model is selected and updated with no update of the novice model. This "one-model 170 learner" will be updated in subsequent washout and relearning blocks of the same amplitude, 171 making transitions slow and gradual, with no savings. In washout, this model will decay 172 gradually back to baseline via trial-by-trial decay. 173 Second, the model predicts that once a learner has formed two models, switching can occur 174 between the two models in error-clamp. This is because what triggers model switching is the 175 sensory prediction error (equation 6, right panel), but not the performance error, which is 176 clamped to around zero in error-clamp. Thus, assuming that the hand direction is near the 177 adapted direction after a training block, it can show nor or little decay with a lag: the hand 178 direction hovers near the adapted directions until a sudden drop towards baseline. However, high 179 levels of motor noise or experimentally induced perturbation noise increases the probability of 180 yielding a small sensory prediction error for the baseline model, leading to a greater weight for 181 this model, and therefore model switching. Once this happens, performance drops quickly 182 towards baseline. Thus, the model predicts that a sudden drop or rise in performance can occur 183 stochastically in error-clamp, with higher chance with a high level of either perturbation or motor 184 noise. A "rise" can also occur when switching from the baseline to the perturbation model, 185 although this should be a less frequent event than the drop because of the passive memory decay 186 and because of the greater prior assigned to the baseline model. Third, in addition to the error-clamp simulation described above, we also simulated the effect of 219 two separate trigger trials during error-clamp. The prediction is that if a learner has formed an 220 expert model, then a trigger trial would cause a sudden jump to the learned level if the hand 221 direction were already close to zero before the trigger, and would stay in this up state for several 222 trials following this jump. Otherwise, if the hand were still around the learned level, then a 223 trigger would make no change because it is indistinguishable from the error-clamp trials. 224
Fourth, to simulate individual differences in adaptation, washout, savings, and error-clamp, we 225 made a change to a single parameter, the baseline model uncertainty (and associated minimum 226 uncertainty ̂) , with a first group having a larger uncertainty than the second group. 227
Finally, we simulated the effects of gradual versus abrupt perturbation, using paradigms akin to 228 those used in Roemmich and Bastian (2015) . We tested for savings in a second abrupt adaptation 229 block of 100 trials that is preceded by either a gradual (100 trials), abrupt (100 trials), or short 230 adaptation (20 trials) block. 231
232
Experimental Methods
233
Fifty-four subjects (22.5±3.8 years old, 20 males and 34 females) participated in the study, which 234 was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Southern California, after 235 signing an informed consent. Subjects sat in front of a device that matched hand space with 236 visual space via a mirror, and were instructed to hold a stylus pen moving on a digitizer tablet 237 (Wacom Intuos 7). Head and trunk movements were limited via a chin-rest. The experiment took 238 place in a dark room, and the mirror-obscured view of the forearm and hand. A cursor (red dot of 239 1.2 mm radius) representing the tip of the pen was displayed on the mirror. Before the start of 240 each trial, subjects were instructed to position the cursor inside a home circle of a 3 mm radius 241
(about 36 cm away from the subject's torso). We used a polar coordinate system centered on the 242 home circle, with 0º defined as the forward direction and positive direction as clockwise 243 deviation. Subjects were instructed to perform an outward shooting movement toward a circular 244 target of 3º radius. The target appeared at a pseudorandom location each trial, within 5º around 245 the center of a 120º arc that was 10 cm away from the starting position. Subjects were told to 246 initiate a shooting movement as soon as a target appeared and stopped after crossing the arc. A 247 red dot representing a cursor disappeared when the pen tip moved farther than 3 cm from the 248 starting position. When the pen tip crossed the arc, the red dot was displayed on the crossed-249 point and remained there for 1 s. Subjects were encouraged to keep movement duration between 250 100 ms and 300 ms, where movement duration was defined as a time interval from the moment 251 when the cursor disappeared to the moment when the cursor crossed the target arc. The 252 messages "Too Slow" or "Too Fast" were displayed when movement duration was out of this 253 range. After each shooting movement, subjects then performed an inward movement to the home 254 circle, during which only the radial location of the cursor was available. 255
After a familiarization session of 80 trials with no perturbation, the main experimental schedule 256 consisted of repeated learning and washout blocks followed by an error-clamped block. The 257 visuomotor perturbation rotated the cursor position counterclockwise by a given angle with 258 respect to the starting position. The experimental design was closely aligned to the design of the 259 simulations. We randomly assigned subjects into one of five different conditions ( Figure and small noise level (std of 0.5º). Conditions 1b and 2b were identical to conditions 1a and 2a, 270 respectively, except for two "trigger trials" inserted at half and three quarters of error-clamp, 271
respectively. Trigger trials were simply rotation trials, identical to those in the learning condition 272 (i.e., 20º rotation). In the error-clamp block of all conditions, cursor feedback was independent of 273 actual hand directions, and was sampled from a pre-determined Gaussian distribution of mean 0º 274 and standard deviation 0.5º or 4.0º, depending on the condition noise level. All subjects in each 275 condition received exactly the same rotation sequence. 276
277
Data Analysis
278
We predicted that the large-perturbation condition exhibits quick changes after the initial 279 learning block whereas the small-perturbation condition is accompanied by slow and gradual 280 changes in all blocks, resulting in large time constants. To test these predictions, we fit 281 performance in each block with an exponential function, 282 the baseline and novice (perturbation) model were set to 0.2 and 0.6. In simulations aimed at 296 studying between-subject variability, we increased the initial uncertainty for the perturbation 297 model (and corresponding minimum uncertainty for this model) to 0.35. 298
Note that to be able to qualitatively reproduce the data, we needed to make two assumptions. 299
First, retention parameters a were given different values for the perturbation model and for the 300 baseline and: 0.999 for the perturbation model and 0.98 for the baseline model (See Discussion 301 for justification of this choice). Second, we needed to introduce a minimum value ̂ to 302 maintain numeric stability, and took the baseline model uncertainty equal to this minimum value. 303
The minimum uncertainty S min was 0.2. 304 305 306 307
Results
308
Example of simulations illustrating effects of perturbation sizes and noise levels 309 We first show some examples of simulations for illustrations. In later sections, we present 310 average results over multiple runs. The first column of Figure 3 shows examples of hand 311 directions in the five experimental conditions. The effect of perturbation sizes can be seen by 312 comparing hand direction in the large perturbation conditions (20º; conditions 1a, 2a) to that in 313 the small condition (10º; condition 3; last row). In the large perturbation conditions, hand 314 direction exhibited little aftereffect in washout, large savings in relearning (i.e., one-trial rise), 315
and abrupt switches in error-clamp after varying decay lags or after trigger trials. On the other 316 hand, the small perturbation condition was accompanied by gradual and smooth changes in 317 washout and in relearning blocks, indicating strong aftereffect and no or little savings. Similarly, 318 decay in error-clamp was gradual. 319
The effect of noise levels can be illustrated by comparing examples of simulations with low 320 levels of noise (condition 1a and 1b) to simulations with high levels of noise (conditions 2a and 321 2b), in which each pair has identical parameters except for the noise level. Simulations with high 322 levels of noise show earlier switching to baseline in error-clamp than with low levels. 323
The second column of Figure 3 displays the estimated perturbation mean , and uncertainty ̂ 324 for the baseline and perturbation models. In the large perturbation and small noise conditions 325 (conditions 1a and 1b), the novice model was selected in the initial learning block and its mean 326 estimate increased to approximate the true perturbation level, while its uncertainty 327 simultaneously decreased. The baseline model was practically unchanged. In contrast, in the 328 small perturbation condition (conditions 3), the baseline model updated its estimate of the 329 p i perturbation up and down each time the environment changed. In contrast, the novice model 330 remained unchanged in this condition, making this learner a one-model learner. 331
The third column of Figure 3 shows the sum of the likelihoods for both models. As can be seen 332 in the first four conditions, the likelihood of the perturbation model increased as this model better 333 predicted the perturbation. This increase was due to both the mean prediction converging to the 334 perturbation level and the decrease in model uncertainty, as the model was selected (see equation 335 7). 336
The fourth column of Figure 3 visualizes the weight map of the perturbation model, 337 superimposed with the weight for this model. As a reminder, because only two models were 338 simulated, the decision boundary is given by 1 = 2 = 0.5. In error-clamp, when the 339 perturbation model is near the adapted state, the prediction error is small, and the perturbation 340 model is continuously updated. However, memory decay, perturbation noise, or motor noise, can 341 lead a large prediction error for the perturbation model, yielding a rapid switch to the baseline 342 model. Thus, because the probability of transition was higher for the high perturbation noise 343 level, the lags in error clamps were shorter on average than in the low noise conditions (compare 344 lags in conditions 2a and 2b to those in conditions 1a and 1b). Note that, because of the time-345 dependent decay of the perturbation estimate, and the higher prior given to the baseline model, 346 the direction of transition is asymmetric, with a higher probability of switching from the 347 perturbation model to the baseline model than in the other direction. 
). 374
In simulations (Figure 4C) , the large-perturbation condition produced a median time constant of 375 16 trials for the first learning block (LB1), followed by small time constants less than 1 trial for 376 the subsequent learning blocks (LB2, LB3, and LB4). The washout blocks produced an averaged 377 median time constants of less than 1 trial across the three washout blocks (WB1, WB2, and 378 WB3). These short time constants were a direct consequence of model switches upon the 379 perturbation change. On the other hand, the small-perturbation condition produced median time 380 constants between 10 and 12 trials for all four learning blocks and median time constants 381 between 11 and 15 for all three washout blocks. These long time constants were a consequence 382 of the baseline model being continuously updated each time the environment changed. 383
384
Decay in error-clamp: Experimental and simulation results
385
In Figure 5 , we show both condition-averaged and individual hand direction in error clamps. 386
Although averaged data suggest a continuous and gradual decay, between-subject variability was 387 large. For instance, for subjects in condition 1a (large perturbation and small noise; Figure 5A ), 388 the average between-subject standard deviation of hand direction in learning and unlearning 389 blocks was 3.9º, whereas that in the error-clamp block it was 8.9º. Larger inter-subject variability 390 in error-clamp indicates that dynamics of unlearning in error-clamp may not follow a simple 391 decay. Instead, examination of individual data shows various patterns in error-clamp, with most 392 subjects showing a lag, as predicted by our simulations (see Figure 3) . For example, subjects 1, 393 5, and 10 in condition 1a showed little or no decay, with hand direction above 10º for the whole 394 2.6, 0.029 Zp  duration of the clamp. In contrast, subjects 2, 7, and 8 showed a sudden drop after varying lags 395 following the onset of error-clamp. Finally, subjects 4, 6, 9, and 11 showed rather gradual decay. 396 A density plot of hand distribution in error-clamp for all these subjects ( Figure 5D , red curve) 397
shows two peaks centered near 0 and 20 degrees. Thus, overall, the hand direction of subjects in 398 condition 1a remained near the perturbation angle of 20º for a relatively large number of trials, 399 and then switched abruptly to near 0º, with few trials between these two angles. 400
Average hand direction in condition 2a appears to show faster return to baseline in error-clamp 401 trials compared to condition 1a ( Figure 5B), as predicted in simulations. Here again not all 402 subjects followed a simple gradual decay. Subjects 12, 16, 17, 19, and 20 in particular exhibited 403 sudden drops, with subjects 12, 16, and 20 switching back to near 20º spontaneously, resulting in 404 an oscillatory pattern. Note that among those who showed a gradual decay, subjects 13, 15, and 405 21 started near 10º at the onset of error-clamp; we will discuss a possible cause for this behavior 406 below. A density plot of hand distribution for subjects of condition 2a ( Figure 5D , blue curve) 407 shows a single peak centered near 0 degree with a fat right tail. Thus, overall, the hand direction 408 of subjects in this condition also showed sudden switches between perturbation angle and 409
baseline, but such switches occurred earlier than condition 1a with low noise, with occasional 410 spontaneous return back to near 20º. 411
Condition 3 (small perturbation and small noise; Figure 5C ) shows an overall trend of gradual 412 decay and occasional oscillations. The distribution of hand directions suggests that decay was 413 gradual and slow: whereas the density plot in the large perturbation conditions 1a and 2a shows 414 at least one peak near 0º, the distribution of hand direction in condition 3 has a single peak 415 around 8º ( Figure 5D , green curve). This suggests that there was no abrupt change, and most 416 subjects did not decay completely to 0º (note however that in this condition, the starting angle in 417 error-clamp was around 10º, and thus trial-by-trial noise made it difficult to distinguish switches, 418 if any, from noise). 419
For comparison, the right panel of Figure 5D shows angle values near the adapted state. In contrast, and as expected when the hand direction was 439 near 20º at the time of trigger, there was no effect (see subject 37, 38 of condition 1b and subject 440 45, 49, and 54 of condition 2b). These first two patterns were predicted by our model -compare 441 results for these subjects with the model's response to trigger in Figure 3A . 442 However, a third pattern is also apparent: subjects with hand direction near 0º at the time of 443 trigger who did not respond to the trigger (subjects 35 and 36 of condition 1b; subjects 47, 48, 444 50, and 52 of condition 2b). We note that those non-responding subjects appeared to have started 445 the error-clamp block with a lower level of adaptation than those who responded. We therefore 446 hypothesized that subjects who fully adapted to the perturbation formed a new perturbation 447 model, that is, were two-model learners. In contrast, subjects who did not fully adapted to the 448 perturbation only updated the baseline model, that is, were one-model learners. 449
To test this hypothesis, we divided subjects in conditions 1b and 2b between "full-learners", as 450 defined by subjects whose asymptotic adaptation angle in the last learning block (LB4) was 451 greater than or equal to 80% of the full angle (so more or equal to 16 º), and "partial-learners" if 452 below 16 º. Figure 6C (left panel) shows a strong negative correlation between the hand direction 453 before the trigger trials and the amount of hand change after the trigger trials for the full-learners. 454
The slope of -0.86, which is close to -1, indicates that the hand direction switched to around 20º 455 after the trigger, independently of hand direction before the trigger. In contrast, the partial-456 learners failed to show such a relationship. As can be seen by the cluster of blue circles on the 457 bottom left of the figure, most subjects who had a lower adaptation level at the end of adaptation 458 failed to respond to the trigger trials. 459 Figure 6C (right panel) shows simulation results that account for these patterns of response to 460 triggers for 20 simulated subjects. Two sub-groups of subjects were simulated: a sub-group with 461 default baseline uncertainty (and with the associated minimum uncertainty) of 0.2, the two-462 model learners; and a sub-group with a broader baseline uncertainty of 0.35, the one-model 463 learners (Note that because the model parameters are scaled to a maximum perturbation of 1, the 464 two-model and one-model learners baseline model uncertainty correspond to 4º and 7º, 465 respectively). The sub-group with the default, more narrow, baseline uncertainty developed two 466 models during adaptation, and responded to triggers in clamp, as shown in Figure 3 . In contrast, 467 the sub-group with the broader baseline model uncertainty did not develop a new perturbation 468 model, and therefore behaved as the one model learner in the last row of Figure 3 (but of course, 469 trying to adapt to a 20º instead of a 10º perturbation). Thus, in our paradigm, 20º appears to be a 470 large perturbation for most subjects, leading to the development of a new model. For several 471 other subjects however, the same 20º perturbation appears to only warrant the update of the 472 baseline model. 473
Based on the savings results of large and small perturbation shown in Figure 4 , we then 474 conjectured that the subjects who showed low levels of adaptation at the end of the last 475 adaptation block, and therefore who, for the most part, failed to respond to triggers, would show 476 little or no savings in relearning blocks as well as gradual after effects in washout blocks. We 477 therefore performed an analysis similar to the savings analysis in Figure 4 , and calculated the 478 time constants for the washout and learning blocks for the "full learners" and "partial learners" 479 sub-groups (as defined by the 80% threshold discussed above) for all the four 20º perturbation 480 conditions (groups 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b). This resulted in 33 full learners and 10 partial learners. 481 Figure 7 shows that indeed, the full-learners showed large savings and short after-effects, 482 whereas the partial-learners showed little savings and strong after-effects. 
492
Here we present simulations that account for "one-trial" savings in the data from Roemmich and 493
Bastian (2015) . Specifically, these authors showed that whereas a gradual perturbation followed 494 by a washout period does not lead to savings in a subsequent abrupt re-adaptation phase (their 495 phase G1WA2), an abrupt perturbation followed by a washout period leads to large savings in a 496 subsequent abrupt re-adaptation phase (AWA2). A short abrupt perturbation followed by a 497 washout period also leads to savings in a subsequent abrupt re-adaptation phase (sAWA2). 498 Figure 8A (left) shows the hand direction in the three conditions for a single simulation runs. 499 Figure 8B shows the average of 50 simulations, in which, similar to Figure 4 in Roemmich and 500
Bastian (2015), we superimposed the adaptation A2 in G1WA2 to the initial abrupt adaptation A 501 in AWA2 (top), the adaptation A2 in AWA2 to the initial abrupt adaptation A in AWA2 502 (middle), and the adaptation A2 in sAWA2 to the initial abrupt adaptation A in AWA2 bottom. 503
As in previous experiments in locomotion (Roemmich and Bastian, 2015) and arm movements 504 (Herzfeld et al., 2014) , the gradual adaptation GWA2 resulted in no savings. In contrast, the 505 initial abrupt adaptation in AWA2 resulted in large "one-trial" savings and, to a lesser extent, the 506 short initial abrupt adaptation in AWA2 also resulted in savings. 507
Discussion
508
The significance of our study is that we propose a unifying model of motor adaptation that 509 accounts for a variety of phenomena that appear, a priori, contradictory. Our key novel insight is 510 that qualitative differences in learning, washout, savings, and decay in error-clamp between 511 conditions and between participants are all linked and explained by a single computational model 512 that uses a stochastic Bayesian decision-making process. At every trial, the sensory prediction 513 error of the internal models will determine whether i) a previously updated expert model is 514 recalled and updated, ii) a novice model is selected and develop into a new expert, or iii) the 515 baseline model is updated. Because of these three different modes of operations, the model 516 generates qualitative differences in savings and during error clamps. 517
518
Savings following large vs. small perturbations and abrupt vs. gradual 519 perturbations 520
As predicted by the model, experimental data revealed that savings were dominant in the large, 521 but not in the small, perturbation conditions. In contrast, long-lasting after-effects were observed 522 in the small, but not in the large, perturbation condition. These results partially replicate those of 523 Morehead et al. (2015) , with the main difference that we used 20º and 10º for the large and small 524 perturbation with a single target, whereas they used 45º and 15º with two targets. In addition, our 525 results are in line with those of previous studies showing that savings in motor adaption depend 526 on the condition of the perturbation. On one hand, savings occur after an initial large abrupt 527 perturbation followed by a washout period (Klassen et (Huberdeau et al., 2015) , and after a gradual 529 perturbation if followed by a no-activity period (Klassen et al., 2005) . On the other hand, no 530 savings occur when a gradual adaptation is followed by a washout period (Herzfeld et al., 2014 ; 531 Roemmich and Bastian, 2015) , unless there was a large error at the end of the gradual adaptation 532 block (Turnham et al., 2012) . . In stark contrast, Brennan and 547 Smith (2015) proposed that the lag observed in the Vaswani and Shadmehr (2013) study was an 548 artifact, and that the decay in error-clamp was due to trial-by-trial passive forgetting. Our data 549
show both lags and gradual decay, with the conditions of adaptation controlling the decay 550 behavior in the clamp. Large perturbation amplitudes and low noise levels promote long 551 stochastic lags followed by abrupt decay. Large amplitude and large noise levels promote shorter 552 lags. Small amplitude or gradual adaptation promotes gradual decay. In addition, following large 553 perturbations, subjects showing higher adaptation levels exhibit lags, whereas subjects showing 554 lower levels exhibit gradual decay. 555
The distinction between two-model learners and one-model learners can reconcile these error-556 clamp data. If the learner becomes a two-model learner, then lags and model switching based on 557 prediction error occurs. Contrarily, if the learner only updates the baseline model, then passive 558 gradual decay occurs. In addition, increase in motor or sensory noise leads to greater noise in 559 sensory prediction error, and therefore increasing chance of switching to the baseline model, 560 with shorter lags. To demonstrate that switching can occur in error-clamp, we inserted trigger 561 trials in the error-clamp following adaptation to large perturbation. The data often showed fast 562 switches and sustained performance just after these single trials. Some subjects did not respond 563 to trigger trials. However, these subjects were partial learners, which suggests that they only 564 updated their baseline models. 565
Recent research (Taylor et al., 2014) revealed that adaptation has both a "strategic" and implicit 566 components. Strategic learning is temporally-stable, while implicit learning consists of both 567 temporally-stable and temporally-labile components (Miyamoto et al., 2014) . Involvement of 568 such strategic learning could explain why, in our simulations, a larger decay rate was needed in 569 the baseline model than in the expert models to account for decay in the clamp data (large decay 570 rate in the expert models would have created much shorter lags). This suggests that update of a 571 newly learned model involves both strategic (temporally-stable) and implicit (both stable and 572 labile) learning, whereas update of the baseline model mostly involves implicit learning. 573 574 Limitations and future work 575 A first limitation of our model is that it accounts for only one of the two types of savings 576 (Roemmich and Bastian, 2015) , the initial savings shown in the first trials of re-adaptation. Later 577 savings, seen by an increase in learning rate require a meta-learning process, e.g., (Schweighofer 578 and Doya, 2003; Herzfeld et al., 2014) . Future models will need to incorporate these two types of 579 savings to provide a full account of existing experimental data. A second limitation is that we 580 assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that only prediction errors update motor adaptation. 581
However, motor adaptation is also updated by reward-based and use-dependent mechanisms, 582 e.g., (Huang et . While these previous models used experts to explain adaptation to multiple tasks, 598 the current model and a previous model (Berniker and Kording, 2011) suggest that modular 599 experts are needed to explain both learning and forgetting of a single task. 600
In addition, whereas these previous models of adaptation assumed the existence of a finite set of 601 experts a priori, we assumed here the existence of novice models. Similarly, Lonini et al. (2009) 602 proposed that new local regression models are added whenever a new data point does not 603 activate any of the existing models above a threshold. As in our model, previously learned 604 memories are protected, thus the model can show savings. However, it is unclear, how their 605 model could account for data with small or gradual adaptation and for the qualitative difference 606 in error-clamps. 607
Our model is highly related to a previous model of visual memory (Gershman et al., 2014) . Like 608 our model of motor adaptation, this model is based on a bank of Kalman filters, and new 609 memories are created when discontinuities in sensory data cannot be explained by existing 610 memories. Thus, it is striking that a similar mechanism, based on prediction errors, may be 611 involved in the formation and update of different types of memories (visual memory and motor 612 memory) in presumably different brain areas, with the cerebellum involved in visuomotor 613 memories, e.g., (Kim et al., 2015) . Thus, our simulation and behavioral data of motor adaptation 614 are in line with the general view of human learning according to which new memories are 615 created when no existing memories can account for discontinuities in sensory data (Gershman et 616 al., 2014) . 617
In these models, the width of the "receptive field" of the prediction error determines if the new 618 data is sufficiently "close" to the memory. We proposed that the width of the baseline model is 619 subject-specific. Accordingly, what constitute a large or a small perturbation is variable between 620 subjects and may depend on the uncertainty of the baseline model being within "natural error 
